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YOUTH AND CONSCRIPTION SYMPOSIUM

Place : 

Organisers

Background

&

Helsinki, 29.11. - 1.12.1985

'International Peace Bureau (IPB)
War Resistors' International (WRI)

In 1 98 3 IPB or iu n i sod in Collaboration with the Finnish 
oaco Union tin- first international symposium on Children 

and War. As a result a book was published with over 2r> 
contributions on different aspects of relations between 
children and war. Now in the occasion of the Internationa1 
Youth Year the aim is to continue elaborating a civil 
perception on war.

Conscription forms a mechanism via which the youth meets 
the military system in the society both in the conditions 
ot war and peace. Despite its siqmficance the conscription 
has not been a popular subject of social or historical 
investigation, iouth and conscript ion symposium aims to 
.onus op. ,r ■ ,, n n d >'•<'!.m s  i n of conscription and on
L * S
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The draft outline of the symposium is the following:

Theme 1 Sacl n  "lstory of conscription
•lili’ury system and the evolution of conscription 
■-'..inscription vis-fl-vis professional army

Theme 2 Social history of conscientious objection
- Conscientious objection as a political act of 

individual youth
- Conscientious objection and political strategy
- The right of youth to alternative service
- Conscientious objection as a human right
- Country case studies (The UK, France, Germany, 

Fin land e t c .)

Theme 3 Imposition of youth by military system
- Conscription - heritage of the past- for youth
- Impact, of conscription on social attitudes
- Mili*-»ry system and youth culture
- Mi'i iry force and subordination of youth
- See i i'. ritualism of conscription



’articipation:

'ontacts:

Theme 4 Sexual roles and conscription
- Women and military system
- Impact of militarisation on girls' life

The symposium will brinq together some one hundred 
participants from different countries. These will larqely 
consist of schoLars and peace activists as well as other 
interested peopLe.

Further information is obtainable from Helsinki, Kimmo
rn tinnen' % ~.PfaC! Union of Finland or Jouko Vaananen,CO Union of Finland
address: Sahkottajankatu 6

00520 Helsinki 52
Also the IPB Office in Geneva and the WRI Office in London
are able to give further information.



youth and Conscription Symposium 29.11. - 1.12.1985

>lace: Tyovaen akatcmia, Kauniainen

Draf t Programme:

INTRODUCTION - Right to refuse to kill
Speaker: Sean MacBride, Nobel laureate, president,
International Peace Bureau

THEME 1 SOCIAL HISTORY OF CONSCRIPTION
Military system and the evolution of conscription 
Speaker: Pertti Joenniemi, TAPRI, Tampere

- Conscription vis-5-vis professional army 
Speaker: Jean Jaqmain, University of Peace, 
Briissels t

THEME 2 SOC'lAL HISTORY OF CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION
- Conscientious objection as a political act of 

individual youth
Speaker: prof. Kari Palonen, The University

T-. '.’ i s V  ‘ 1 H

Conscientious objection and political strate-iy 
Speaker: Robert Polet, Internationale des 
resistants a la querre-Belqe, Namour, Belgium
The rioht of youth to alternative service 
Speaker: Asbjdrn Eide, International Peace Reseach 
Institute, O s l o N o r w a y

-'Conscientious objection as a human right 
Speaker: (Amnestv International)

- Country case studies
The U.K.: Denis Hayes, lawyer, London 
France: Michel Ouvray, lawyer, Toulouse 
Germany: Cuido Griinewald, Deutsche Friedensgese11- 
schaft voremcite Krieqsd lenstgeqner, Hamburg 

» • Finland: Jukka Viitanen, CO Union of Finland

THEME 3 IMPOSITION OF YOUTH BY MILITARY SYSTEM
- Conscription - neritaqe of the past for youth 

Speaker: Myrtle Solomon, president, War Resisters' 
International, ’,ondon

- Impact of 'inscription on social attitudes 
Speaker: Pmdell, prof., The University o f
Tampere



Military system and youth culture 
Speaker: psychologist Hannu Sikkila 
The University of Oulu ia'

Military force and subordination of youth 
Peaker: Jukka Kanerva, The University of JyvSskyla

Speaker-“ op e i r  ° £ c°nscriP“ °"

SEXUAL ROLES AND CONSCRIPTION
- Women and military system

_  _  S pe a k A!U__H A eta nen ̂  TAP RI, _ Tampgre

- Impact of militarisation in qirls' life 
Speaker: (Cynthia Enloe)
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